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ABSTRACT
Cloud providers are embracing edge computing by developing
multi-stakeholder clouds (MClouds), in which the infrastructure is
shared among cloud providers, hosting site operators, and, some-
times, system integrators. This form of sharing creates a new set
of challenges around infrastructure management. Unfortunately,
traditional resource management methods based on partitioning
and virtualization do not fit well the needs of infrastructure man-
agement in a multi-stakeholder scenario. Our paper describes these
new set of challenges, and puts forward a new authorization frame-
work based on two-person control (P2C).

1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud providers are turning to edge computing in an effort to scale
out their services, reduce response times, and comply with data
residency requirements. To achieve this, they are starting to build a
new form of cloud computing that is subject tomultiple stakeholders,
such as a hosting site operator, a cloud provider, and, sometimes, a
system integrator.Multi-stakeholder clouds (MClouds)1 complement
traditional datacenter-based infrastructure (known as public clouds)
and on-premise private clouds (Figure 1).

Currently, cloud providers are deploying MClouds for running
the workloads of the hosting site operator, whether an individual
enterprise [2, 26, 14] or a 5G telco operator [4, 25, 15]. However,
the potential of MClouds lies in facilitating multi-tenant scenarios,
where tenants share resources in the MCloud like they do with
public cloud resources [4, 39].

This paper aims to introduce a new research direction in edge
computing: MCloud infrastructure management. We argue that
the emergence of the MCloud comes with a new set of systems
challenges stemming from its multi-stakeholder nature. In pub-
lic clouds, the responsibility for infrastructure lies with the cloud
provider. The cloud provider owns, manages, and operates all of
their servers and switches inside their datacenter. However, in the
case of MClouds, the division of responsibilities becomes less clear.
Should the cloud provider still handle tasks like powering servers,
installing firmware updates, and monitoring server health, or is
this now the responsibility of the hosting site’s administrator team?

1Cloud providers often use the term hybrid cloud to refer to the MCloud. However,
hybrid cloud sometimes means cloud bursting or cloud composition [36]. We use the
term MCloud to avoid such confusion.
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Figure 1: Types of clouds: public and private (top) andmulti-
stakeholder or MCloud (bottom). With MCloud, the cloud
provider and the hosting site operator co-manage infrastruc-
ture deployed on site.

This "tussle" arises from the different interests of both stakeholders,
which, while not adversarial, can sometimes conflict.

Today’s cloud providers have taken radically different approaches
to handling infrastructure management. Some cloud providers want
almost complete control over the on-premise portion of the MCloud.
The hosting site operator is left with rudimentary forms of control
over their infrastructure such as plugging the servers into the power
outlet or a "panic button" that deletes all their data. Other cloud
providers take the opposite approach – they relinquish all control
to the hosting site operator. However, when management chal-
lenges arise, it remains unclear how these cloud providers would
instruct and convince hosting site operators to perform specific
infrastructure tasks.

While these two approaches are diametrically opposed, they
share a common consequence: they will likely lead to a strained
relationship between cloud providers and hosting site operators.
These two approaches are effectively forms ofwinner-take-all rather
than collaboration in which all parties have a seat at the table and
skin in the game. Managing large-scale infrastructure is compli-
cated and prone to errors that may go unnoticed until they trigger
problems. These mistakes can have serious consequences, such as
infrastructure failures, malware compromises, and data breaches.
Moreover, in an MCloud even a seemingly correct action taken by
one party can adversely affect the other. For example, a decision
to reboot a group of servers by a cloud provider can produce a
power spike that the site operator is not able to absorb. Similarly,
a firmware upgrade carried out by the site operator can lead to
degraded performance for the cloud provider. Since the manage-
ment responsibilities are not equal, this asymmetry in roles will
also result in an imbalance when it comes to assigning blame and
seeking damages.
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In this paper, we argue that the management of MCloud infras-
tructure requires the collaboration between different parties. We
argue that cloud providers and the hosting site operators must
come up with novel ways to share control and responsibility for
the infrastructure, from racks and servers to network switches and
appliances.

Unfortunately, traditional approaches to sharing cloud resources,
such as resource partioning [23, 12, 18] and virtualization [35, 5, 6]
are not sufficient for handling infrastructure management opera-
tions in MCloud. Partitioning and virtualization, effectively dele-
gates a resource to a party who is then responsible for its manage-
ment. This approach works for cloud tenants because their actions
are effectively isolated from impacting other tenants. In contrast the
hardware management in MCloud involves low-level operations
with side-effects that are system-wide.

This brings us to our position statement: The MCloud needs a
new management primitive that enables multiple stakeholders to
collaboratively manage their infrastructure.

1.1 MCloud Two-Person Control
We propose a two-person control (P2C) method for infrastructure
management in the MCloud. With P2C, no single party can in-
dependently perform an infrastructure operation. Beyond reduc-
ing the likelihood of errors and accidents, P2C disperses control,
responsibilities, and accountability between both parties. P2C is
widely used in a variety of industries that deal with actions that
can have significant consequences in case of mistakes, such as the
financial [13, 21, 24], military [33, 1, 9, 28], and pharmaceutical
sectors [7].

In its purest form, P2C entails two parties with identical roles,
and an operation is executed only when both parties perform or
approve it. However, there are more nuanced variations of P2C,
where one party can grant approval based on specific policies. For
instance, a hosting site operator may wish to monitor the CPU load
of servers on their premise to optimize power distribution. A cloud
provider might have reservations about fine-grained CPU load
monitoring especially when third-party workloads are involved,
due to privacy and data security concerns. A compromise solution
could involve the cloud provider implementing a filter to coarsen
the data, such as categorizing CPU load into high, medium, and
low buckets. P2C would then require the application of filters and
policies by each party, with the operation’s results reflecting the
combined policies.

1.2 Bringing P2C to the BMC
We take the first steps into designing a P2C-based approach for a
common form of sever management infrastructure: the baseboard
management controller (BMC). A BMC is a specialized microcon-
troller embedded on the motherboard of modern servers that en-
ables remote management and system monitoring independently
of the main CPU and OS.

We have implemented a P2C prototype on top of OpenBMC, an
open-source BMC implementation targeting dozens of different
types of motherboard architectures. Our implementation comprises
a small proxy running in the BMC responsible for P2C authen-
tication and a corresponding P2C authorization framework. Our

framework implements different types of access schema depending
on the nature of the operation. Our prototype intercepts Redfish
API calls to the BMC and applies the P2C authorization framework
before execution. After the operation terminates, the prototype
intercepts the result and, depending on the operation’s nature, may
apply a filter to the results before returning them.

We tested our prototype in two environments. First, we ran it
in a QEMU virtual environment emulating the BMC of a Tyan
server running a Palmetto-type motherboard. This is similar to how
an OEM hardware provider would implement our system in their
BMCs. Second, we ran it as a standalone daemon, remote controlling
an 8-server rack, and conducted a limited set of experiments with
P2C-based management.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the MCloud landscape, the role of the BMC, and P2C. Section 3
presents a mapping of BMC operations into a P2C authorization
framework, and Section 4 describes our prototype. Finally, Section 5
explores potential avenues for future research.

2 BACKGROUND
This section presents background on the multi-stakeholder cloud,
the BMC, and two-person control.

2.1 Multi-Stakeholder Cloud (MCloud)
Cloud services are expanding to the edge to achieve scalability,
lower latencies, and comply with data residency requirements. A
prime example is the shift of 5G workloads towards an MCloud
approach. Telecommunication companies (telcos) have begun of-
floading a significant portion of their cellular network functions to
cloud-based platforms, specifically those associated with the packet
core [22, 27]. Much of the packet core’s functionality is performing
control plane operations, which are well-suited for the latencies
offered by public cloud services.

At the same time, a significant portion of telco’s network func-
tions cannot be offloaded to the public cloud due to latencies or
data residency requirements. For example, the radio access network
(RAN) software must run close to the radio towers to handle the
traffic from the end-user devices [19].

Cloud providers have started developing forms of MCloud tai-
lored to 5G network stacks. However, their approaches to building
MCloud infrastructure vary significantly. For example, with AWS
Outpost and AWS Wavelength, companies and institutions can pur-
chase servers or even entire compute racks to run at the edge [2].
This hardware is fully built, installed, and operated by Amazon
alone. The hosting site operator’s responsibilities are limited to
meeting specific facility requirements, such as maintaining proper
temperature, humidity, airflow, and providing a loading dock [3].

Microsoft’s approach is two-pronged. First, they have a turn-key
edge server offering known as Azure Stack Edge [26]. A hosting site
operator can purchase one or more such servers and install them
on premise. Like with AWS Outpost, Azure Stack Edge’s hardware
is built and operated by the cloud vendor. However, Microsoft also
offers a model in which a hosting site operator purchases the entire
edge server hardware. This offering is known as Azure Operator
Nexus and is aimed at 5G telcos [25]. The server hardware specifi-
cations are outlined in a bill-of-materials (BOM) document, which
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Cloud Provider Hosting Site Operator System Integrator

AWS Outpost/Wavelength Builds/Installs/Operates Server/Rack Provides Site Facility N/A
Azure Stack Edge Builds/Operates Server Installs Server + Provides Site Facility N/A
Azure Operator Nexus Provides BoM Spec Purchases/Installs/Operates Whole Rack N/A
Google Anthos Provides Reference Specification Purchases/Installs/Operates Whole Rack Builds Whole Rack

Table 1: Multiple stakeholders and their roles in four hybrid cloud examples.

provides a limited set of choices for the types of racks, servers, and
networking equipment that can be used. In this case, the hosting
site operator purchases, installs and manages all the edge hardware
equipment. Once the hardware is set up and operational, the opera-
tor proceeds to download and install Microsoft’s Linux-based OS,
which enables the deployment of cloud services.

The Anthos platform is the MCloud architecture developed by
Google. Their approach is to work with several system integrators
(SI), such as Dell [31], HPE [16], Lenovo [34], and VMware [38] to
develop reference specifications. A hosting site operator purchases
turn-key racks from their system integrator partner and takes on
the responsibility of installing and operating this hardware on their
premises.

These MCloud offerings (shown in Table 1) assign most of the
responsibility for handling and managing infrastructure to either
the cloud provider or the hosting site operator, sometimes with
assistance from a system integrator. This setup makes it challenging
to handle low-level infrastructure operations that affect the entire
system.

TheMCloud market is relatively new and emerging. For instance,
AWS Outpost, which is the oldest MCloud, was launched in 2018.
Because this market is still evolving, cloud providers are quite eager
to work closely with hosting site operators to meet their require-
ments. However, it is less clear whether these multi-stakeholder
relationships will remain harmonious as the market matures.

2.2 Baseboard Management Controller
Modern servers are equipped with a server management proces-
sor alongside the main CPUs. This processor functions as a BMC
controller, implementing a standard set of management operations
that allow administrators to remotely manage and monitor their
servers without the need to be physically present near the server.

Generally speaking, BMCs perform three types of operations:
server management, monitoring, and logging. Server management
includes server reboots and reimages, firmware upgrades, and, in
specific server SKUs, console access. Server monitoring encom-
passes activities like checking the status of the server’s CPU, mem-
ory, peripherals, as well as monitoring power and thermal aspects.
Finally, server logging refers to retrieving event logs from the sys-
tem.

The set of management interface specifications that a BMC
controls is called the Intelligent Platform Management Interface
(IPMI) [20]. The remote administrator makes IPMI calls to per-
form BMC operations in an RPC-like fashion. More recently, a
new session-based protocol has emerged called Redfish [11]. With
Redfish, the remote administrator authenticates and creates a ses-
sion that comprises of REST API calls corresponding to BMC op-
erations [10]. Redfish supports a simple role-based access control

Role Capabilities

Administrator

Server management (w/ console access if available)
Server monitoring (w/ debugging if available)
Server logging (w/ clearing logs)
BMC configuration and administration

Operator
Server management (no console access)
Server monitoring (no debugging)

Read-only User Server monitoring (no debugging)

Table 2: Redfish roles and their capabilities.

scheme with three roles: administrator, operator, and read-only
user. Table 2 summarizes the roles and their capabilities.

2.3 Two-Person Control (P2C)
Two-person control (P2C) originates from the financial industry
and refers to the concept that no one person is able to unilaterally
access a physical asset. Over time, P2C has been adopted by more
modern, emerging industries to protect physical assets [13, 21, 24,
33, 1, 9, 28, 7]. This form of access control is often used in scenarios
that deal with actions with significant consequences in case of
mistakes.

In computer systems, although P2C has been occasionally consid-
ered as a potential scenario for role-based access control schemes [29],
P2C remains relatively rarely supported in practice. The most rele-
vant earlier work is ISE-T [30], a system designed for configuring
standalone machines. With ISE-T, performing a sensitive operation
requires two administrators. Each administrator independently
issues a set of commands to perform the operation. ISE-T then
compares these two sets of commands to determine if they are
equivalent. If equivalent, ISE-T automatically executes them. Oth-
erwise, a notification is raised to both administrators who must
reconcile the commands through an out-of-band mechanism.

Our use of P2C of MCloud is much simpler than ISE-T – both
individuals must approve a BMC operation before it is carried
out. These operations consist of single Redfish calls, not complex
sequences of steps. If an individual does not approve an operation,
the operation fails with no need of any out-of-band reconciliation.
This simplicity should make P2C for MCloud easier to deploy and
adopt in practice.

3 P2C AUTHORIZATION FRAMEWORK
Our P2C authorization framework provides three categories:
1. Either-party: Either party can execute an operation without
the need of the other’s party approval. This is reserved for opera-
tions deemed by either party to have no important consequences.
Consider the creation of a Redfish session. For this operation, each
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Consumed Power hso-ml hso-compute cp-5G

Steady-state 180W 140.7W 249W
During bootup 240W (+33%) 180W (+28%) 317W (+27%)

Table 3: Power consumption spikes during server bootup.

party should be allowed to use their credentials to create a Redfish
session independently.
2. Both-parties: Both parties must approve an operation before
it can be executed. This is reserved for operations with important
consequences and system-wide side-effects.
3. Both-parties-with-policy: Similar to both-parties but the oper-
ation’s inputs and outputs are subject to a policy defined by either
party. Consider a Redfish call that reads the server load. The cloud
provider may not want to disclose detailed server load data to the
hosting site operator, but be willing to provide coarse-grained in-
formation, categorizing the load as low, medium, or high. In this
case, the cloud provider specifies a policy that maps the operation’s
output to one of these three server load classes.

We assign BMC Redfish calls [11] to one of these three autho-
rization categories. We perform this assignment for a hypothetical
rack server deployed by a major cloud provider on the premises of
an academic institution. The academic institution and their team
of administrators act as the host site operator. This categorization
should not be viewed as fixed and universally acceptable. Instead,
the MCloud’s multi-stakeholders have the flexibility to determine
which P2C categories are most suitable for their BMCs.

When performing this assignment, we developed policies that
depend on factors external to a single server. For example, our
hosting site operator (the academic institution sysadmin) had reser-
vations about simultaneously rebooting all nodes in the rack. Their
concern was that, at bootup, servers’ power usage spikes due to
performing device initialization and testing. To validate this con-
cern, we measured the bootup power consumption of three server
SKUs:

(1) hso-ml: a single-socket 16-core AMD server located at the
academic institution used for ML experiments equipped with
two NVidia Quadro PRO4000 GPUs.

(2) hso-compute: similar to hso-ml but lacking any GPUs.
(3) cp-5G: a single-socket 32-core Intel server located at a cloud

provider used in a 5G testbed.

Table 3 shows that a server consumes 27-33% additional power
during bootup confirming the sysadmin’s concerns. As a result, our
bootup policy lets a server reboot only if the overall rack power
consumption is below a fixed threshold. Such a policy depends on
factors external to a server.

Table 4 presents three BMC operations labeled as both-parties-
with-policy. The first operation reads system event logs and is sub-
ject to a policy listed as a post-condition. If the cloud provider (CP)
initiates this operation, the hosting site operator (the academic
institution) requires removing all OEM-specific information (i.e.,
the results of the operation that start with the prefix “Oem*” are
all assigned to null). If, instead, the host site provider initiates this
operation, the cloud provider requires filtering out all non-critical

log entries (i.e., the returned log entries must have “Severity” field
set to “Critical”).

The second operation reads information about the server’s chas-
sis. In this case, the hosting site operator requires filtering out all
security certificates before returning this information to the cloud
provider.

The third operation resets the server system and is accompanied
by a policy that has pre-conditions involving factors external to
a server. The host site operator’s pre-condition requires that the
overall power consumed by the rack is less than 1 Kilowatt before
the reset takes place. The cloud provider’s pre-condition is around
availability concerns – a server can reboot only if sufficient servers
are up and available. In our example, a server can reboot if the rack
has at least 6 healthy servers running.

4 PRELIMINARY SYSTEM PROTOTYPE
We have implemented the P2C authorization framework as a stan-
dalone proxy. To make Redfish API calls to the BMC, both parties
must authenticate themselves to the proxy. Neither party possesses
BMC credentials; their BMC access always goes through the proxy.
The proxy can operate in the cloud or on a on-premise server.

The proxy maintains the parties’ credentials, the Redfish Ad-
ministrator credentials, and the BMC operations it supports. In our
current implementation each party is responsible for checking its
pre- and post-conditions, if any. Checking these conditions is done
using callbacks to interfaces registered by each party and might
result in additional (nested) calls to the proxy. The proxy labels calls
using distinct operation IDs so that all parties can track different
ongoing operations.

The proxy’s implementation differentiates the two parties based
on who initiates the BMC call. The initiator is referred to as the
executor whereas the other party is referred to as the approver. Note
that the cloud provider or the host site operator can play either
role.

Figure 2 shows the timeline of a server reboot initiated by the
cloud provider. As Table 4 showed, the host site operator allows
reboots only if the sum of all server’s power consumption is less
than 1KW. Performing this pre-condition requires the hosting site
operation to perform additional BMC operations that, in turn, need
to be approved. If the pre-condition holds, the host site operator
approve the reboot and the proxy reboots the server.

Certain combinations of nested operations can lead to an infinite
call loop, ultimately causing a livelock situation for the system. In
such scenarios, the framework implementation will spawn opera-
tion calls until it runs out of resources. Figure 3 illustrates a simple
example between the cloud provider and the hosting site operator.

Our current prototype is susceptible to such forms of livelock.
One straightforward approach to mitigate this problem is by impos-
ing a constraint on the depth of nested operations, limiting them
to a fixed threshold (e.g., 10 levels deep). When this threshold is
exceeded, the authorization framework can respond by rejecting
the operation and asking the parties to review their policies that
caused the livelock.

Our proxy is written in Go, we conducted tests with two different
setups. First, we deployed the proxy inside a BMC environment em-
ulated in a QEMU virtual environment. This scenario corresponds
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Type Operation Description P2C Category Policy

Logging Get EventLog entries Return System Event (HSO and cp) or (CP and hso) hso.post: LogEntry.Oem* := null
Log’s LogEntry collection cp.post: LogEntry.Severity == “Critical”

Monitoring Get chassis info Returns schema of HSO or (CP and hso) hso.post: Chassis.Certificates := null
server’s chassis

Operation Place system in Power on, reboot, (HSO and cp) or (CP and hso) hso.pre: SUM(External.PDU.Outlets.Power) < 1000
{ResetState} or shutdown system cp.pre: LEN(External.Servers.State == “Healthy”) ≥ 6

Table 4: Three examples of BMC operations and their corresponding P2C authorizations. HSO stands for hosting site operator
and CP for cloud provider. When shown in lower-case, this indicates that their P2C approval is subject to a policy.

Approve (Server 2 reboot)

Read Server 1-8 Power

Callback (Server 2 reboot)

Cloud Provider
Admin

Server 2 Reboot

Our
Proxy

Callbacks
(Read Server 1-8 Power)

Hosting Site
Operator

Approve 1-8

Return Server 1-8 Power

Check 
SUM(Server 1-8 Power)

less than 1 Kilowatt
Rebooting Server 2

Figure 2: A timeline of nested operations required for a
server reboot initiated by the cloud provider.

to the management of one single server SKU. Second, we deployed
the proxy as a daemon on a management node that controls an
8-server rack.

5 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we argue that the management of MCloud infrastruc-
ture requires a collaborative approach between all parties involved.
We described a P2C architecture that enables collaborative control
over a server’s BMC functionality. This is only a first step in this
direction, and additional research is required including:
Proxy Trust Model: Both parties must have confidence that the
proxy operates in good faith and enforces each party’s policies.
We envision two models to establish this trust. One relies on a
trusted third-party, while the other relies on an open-source im-
plementation of the proxy coupled with trusted hardware. The
trusted hardware can provide hardware-backed software attesta-
tions demonstrating that the correct proxy version is in use. The
open-source nature of the software enables each party to verify its
correct behavior [8].
Proxy Provisioning: The proxy setup must involve a one-time
provisioning step during which it is configured with the creden-
tials of the involved parties as well as the Redfish Administrator
credentials. We envision a model in which the proxy immediately
logs on all BMCs under its control and changes the Redfish Ad-
ministrator credentials to revoke access to any existing party. This
approach ensures that all BMC operations must go through the
proxy, preventing any single party from bypassing it unilaterally.

Triggers
Get EventLogs

Calls

Filter

Triggers

Get FirmwareInventory

Calls
Filter

Calls External
Service

Cloud Provider Hosting Site Operator

Figure 3: An example of an infinite call loop.

Proxy Recovery: A mature proxy implementation requires the
ability to recover from a proxy failure. Our envisioned recovery
scheme involves the proxy periodically checkpointing its state, en-
crypting it, and distributing the encryption key to all stakeholders
through a secret sharing scheme [37]. Upon a failure, all stakehold-
ers must cooperate to recover the proxy and restore its state from
the checkpoint.
Transactional Support and Scheduling for Atomicity: Some
tasks could encompass multiple operations, such as a firmware
update followed by system reboot. Parties should be able to use
transactions ensuring that either all or none of the operations are
executed. One simple approach would pre-approve all operations
in the series prior to their execution. Another approach would offer
genuine transactional support ensuring operations can be reverted
in case a an execution step fails to be approved.
Networking Considerations: This paper focused on server and
rackmanagement. However, an equivalent P2C authorization frame-
work could be applied to managing the MCloud’s underlying net-
work fabric.
Multi-Party Control: While our focus in this paper is on two-
party infrastructure management, we predict the emergence of
more intricate scenarios in the future. For example, hosting site
operators might require integration with multiple cloud providers.
As control shifts from one-party (P1) to two-party (P2) today, we
foresee a progression to multi-party (Pn ) control in the near future.
Crowdsourcing: Some of the world’s largest edge platforms are
based on crowdsourcing [32]. A range of third parties, from enter-
prises to individual owners, provide their spare servers to these
edge platforms. These third parties retain control of their servers
and have the freedom to restart or withdraw them from the plat-
form at any time. As a result, these platforms are faced with much
more churn that traditional cloud platforms. A server’s status can
frequently change requiring edge services to quickly adapt to these
fluctuations. A multi-party control mechanism, such as P2C, could
let the edge provider gain a degree of control over the underlying
infrastructure, leading to enhanced stability of the platform.
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Fine-Grained Hardware Configuration and Multiple Cloud
Providers: Finer-grained control over hardware settings can give
a hosting site operator additional flexibility when allocating hard-
ware resources among multiple cloud providers. For example, the
operator could host two cloud providers on a single server, and
dedicate certain hardware resources and peripherals (e.g., GPUs) to
one of the cloud providers only. Also, upcoming CPUs incorporate
a chiplet-based architecture [17] that would naturally extend to
resource partitioning and allocation among multiple cloud vendors.
Nested P2CAuthorization Frameworks:Hosting site operators
often involve multiple independent teams, such as an on-site team
and an off-site, more centralized team. There are instances when
these teams lack precise coordination in managing their infras-
tructure. For instance, the off-site team might be comfortable with
rebooting a rack of servers, while the on-site team may require
additional policies for such an operation. To address this, a hosting
site operator can employ its own P2C layer to coordinate among
various internal stakeholders.
Development of a High-Level Policy Language: Currently, we
manually defined our policies, and such an approach is error-prone
and unscalable. Instead, the development of a policy definition
language would allow system administrators to reason about high-
level goals and develop policy analysis and verification tools.
Addressing Scalability:We developed our proxy and policy man-
agement without having scalability as an explicit goal. For instance,
the scenario depicted Figure 2 requires performing eight explicit
approvals for each of our eight servers. Such an approach is im-
practical in large deployments.
Auditability:Amature P2C authorization frameworkmust include
the capability to audit its behavior effectively. Audit logs provide a
detailed record of system activities and multi-stakeholder actions.
This information is crucial for security monitoring and compliance
with regulatory requirements. Auditors can review these logs to
ensure that security policies and procedures are being followed.
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